Press Information Notice

18 March 2014

Launch of New Uniforms for NSO Interviewers

The Press is invited to attend the launching of new uniforms for NSO interviewers stationed at the Malta International Airport. The interviewers are responsible for carrying out an ongoing survey among departing passengers at the Malta International Airport.

The new uniform consists of matching sets of navy blue trousers and waistcoats, a white shirt, a tie for men and a trendy scarf for women. The new design is thought to provide smart outfits which are also functional and capable of withstanding wear and tear.

In this way, NSO staff members can project the most appropriate image for the NSO among visitors who pass through the airport and are interviewed as part of the NSO’s ongoing surveys.

The new uniforms will be launched by Prof. Edward Scicluna, Minister for Finance, in the presence of Malta Statistics Authority Chairman Prof. Albert Leone Ganado and NSO Director General Mr Michael Pace Ross.

Details of the event are as follows:

DATE: Thursday 20 March 2014
TIME: 10:30 to 11:00
PLACE: Departures Lounge, Malta International Airport

Note: Members of the Press are requested to bring along a valid press card and must be at the information desk in the Departures Hall half an hour before (10:00) in order to go through the required security screening process.

RSVP: Ms Catherine Vella (mob. 79061896)
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